We present a rational approach to the design of half-metallic heterostructures which allows the design of an infinite number of half-metallic heterostructures. The wide range of materials that can be made half-metallic using our approach makes it possible to engineer materials with tunable characteristic properties, for example low intrinsic magnetic damping, small magnetic moment or perpendicular anisotropy. We demonstrate the proposed design scheme for a series of transition metal heterostructures based on the B2 crystal structure.
1
A ferromagnet can be viewed as two different materials simultaneously occupying the same space; one material with the majority-spin electronic structure, the other material with the minority-spin electronic structure. The most extreme situation is represented by half-metals in which the electronic structure of one of the spin channels is that of a metal while that of the other is an insulator or semiconductor. Because only one of the spin channels of a half-metal is conductive, a half-metal can in principle generate a fully spin-polarized current. Therefore half-metals are ideal for many present and future spintronic applications injecting spin-dependent currents into semiconductors and such on further improving giant magnetoresistive magnetic field sensors for hard drives and other applications. They may also be advantageous for a new kind of solid state magnetic memory, spin-transfertorque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM) that has the potential to become a new and universal memory combining dense data storage with fast read and write while being non-votile. Although a large number of half-metals have been predicted through firstprinciples based electronic structure calculations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] these "discoveries" appear to occur mainly through serendipity. In this paper we describe a rational approach to the design of half-metallic heterostructures. This approach allows the design of an infinite number of halfmetallic heterostructures and shows how they can be optimized for important applications of intense current practical interest. Optimization might involve controlling the magnetization, the mangnetic damping or the magnetic anisotropy while maintaing the half-metallic feature. It might also involve optimizing the electronic structure in the vicinity of the gap to increase the spin polarization at finite temperature.
Creating a Gap. -In order to make a half-metal one needs to create a band gap in either the majority or minority density of states and then one must contrive to place the Fermi energy into this gap. One way to place a gap in the middle of a band or band complex is to apply a theorem which for brevity we call the "gap theorem". Consider a system with two sublattices, which for definiteness will be called A and B. The electronic structure of transition metal alloys can be well represented by a tight-binding Hamiltonian.
The gap theorem states that if the tight-binding representation of the system has a set of atomic orbitals with on-site energies E A on the A sites and E B on the B sites and if the A orbitals only interact with the B oribitals, then there will be no states between E A and E B . There may be several orbitals on each site, but all of the orbitals on the same site must have the same on-site energy for the theorem to apply. The origin of the theorem can be easily understood by considering a chain of atoms with a single orbital per atom and nearest neighbor interactions (defined by hopping parameter, w). It is assumed that alternate atoms have on-site energies E A and E B (see Figure 1 ). The system Hamiltonian can then be written as:Ĥ = n odd
The density states n(E) can be calculated easily using elementary means and is given by
where x A = (E − E A )/w and x B = (E − E B )/w. The density of electronic states vanishes if x A x B < 0 because the quantity inside the square brackets will be real. Thus the density
The system will have a gap extending from
The gap is independent of the inter-site interaction, w, which allows us to easily extend the result to three dimensional systems such as the B2 (or CsCl) system which can be viewed as atomic layers (in this case along (001)) in which, because of the assumption of only nearest neighbor interactions, there are no intra-layer interactions. This means that a lattice Fourier transform in the plane of the layers (perpendicular to (001)) yields expressions formally identical to the expression above, but with w and hence n(E) dependent on k , the wave vector parallel to the (001) planes. Since the gap between E A and E B is not dependent on k , the gap will remain even after integration over k .
The theorem can also be applied to a set of degenerate orbitals with different symmetries.
As long as the interactions are restricted to nearest neighbors there will be a gap between the onsite energy for the A sites and the onsite energy for the B sites. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for a model B2 system with only d-electrons. This calculation is for a non- One can maintain the pseudo-gap while combining different B2 systems with relative impunity by layering along the 001 direction -as long as the atoms can realistically observe the 4-2 rule, they will attempt to maintain the pseudo-gap. More precisely, the energy reduction achieved by placing E F of one of the spin channels in the pseudo-gap will provide the driving force to produce the 4-2 rule. This is illustrated by Fig. 3 (c) , which shows the DOS for an (001) layered bcc alloy consisting of Co-Mn-Fe-Ti atomic layers. The minimum of the pseudo-gap in the minority DOS is at precisely 12 electrons/4 atom cell.
Converting the pseudo-gap into a real gap -The pseudo-gap is not a true gap primarily because the next nearest neighbor (NNN) interactions in these materials do not vanish. The NNN interactions are larger for the transition metal atom with higher on-site energy (fewer valence electrons) because they have more extended d-orbitals, and for the e g symmetry states because they have the strongest overlaps in the NNN directions. This can be seen in Fig. 3 (a) which shows the Mn e g DOS. The B2 pseudo-gaps can be converted into real gaps by substituting some of the higher on-site energy atoms (e.g. Mn and Ti here) with atoms that do not have d-states. The decreased opportunity for next-nearest neighbor hybridization will narrow the bands and prevent the DOS from tailing into the gap. It is important, however, that the substituted atom is able to sustain the 4-2 rule -thus Si and Ge are good substitutions for the atom with 2 minority electrons. Figure 3 (d) -(e) shows that the three pseudo-gapped systems ( Fig. 3 (a) -(c) ) can be converted into half-metals by adding Si.
Considering these ideas further, an infinite number of layered half-metallic structures can be obtained. Note that the Co 2 MnSi and Fe 2 TiSi are consistent with the L2 1 or "full"
Heusler crystal structure [3, [11] [12] [13] . For the L2 1 structures Co 2 MnSi and Co 2 MnGe it has been observed that for a large number of insertions of single or double atomic layers of various transition metals or combinations of transition metals and nontransition metals the band gap in the minority spin channel remains [14] . The well-known L2 1 Heuslers are a subset of the proposed class of half-metals. We emphasize however that the L2 1 structure is not required for these materials to be half-metallic. Calculations on supercells of B2
CoMn demonstrate this. In these calculations, random substitution of Mn by Si produces half-metallicity for Si concentrations from < 12% to > 33% as shown in Fig. 4 .
The extremely wide range of materials that we believe can be made half-metallic opens interesting new possibilities. Some of these materials can be made half-metallic or nearly so with very small or zero moment. The zero moment semimetals (e.g. systems based on FeTi or FeV), may make excellent spacer materials. The very low moment half-metals may also be useful for spin-torque switching. By making heterostructues, we can generate uniaxial anisotropy and perpendiulcar magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The tremendous flexibility in materials also makes it possible to engineer materials with different characteristic properties, for example low intrinsic magnetic damping [15, 16] which is very important for reducing the critical switching current for spin-torque switching and for increasing the power output of spin-torque oscillators.
Other Families of Half-Metals -In addition to the B2 structrure, other systems composed of two atomic species in which the A atoms have only B atoms as nearest neighbors (and vice versa) include systems such the rock salt or B1 structure and the Zincblende or B3 structure. These structures are typically favored by materials with ionic bonds for which the gap theorem usually yields gaps in both channels, i.e. insulators. The transition metal arsenides, VAs, CrAs, and MnAs, however, are predicted to be half-metals in the B3 phase [17, 18] . It is also possible to generalize the gap theorem so that it can be used for more than two types of atoms and to place gaps at other points in the band than the mid-point.
In summary we have presented a rational approach to the design of half-metallic het-erostructures. This scheme allows the design of an infinite number of half-metallic heterostructures. The underlying physical mechanism has been identified as the so called gap theorem in combination with a 4-2 rule. The design scheme has been demonstrated for a series of B2 transition metal alloys but can be applied to other systems. The rational design scheme allows a wide range of materials to be made half-metallic and allows the optimization of those half-metallic structures for particular applications. 
